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  Student Name: _______________________             Date: ____________ 

Word Reading 

Directions: Place the “Word Reading Student Copy” probe in front of the student and say, “Please read 
from this list of words. Read across the page and then on to the next row.”  Demonstrate by 
sweeping your finger from left to right across the first two rows of words. Start timing when the student 
begins reading. Mark a bracket ] after the last word read.  If a student self corrects, write S.C. above the 
word and count as correct.  If they say an incorrect word, mark a slash through the word, and count as 
incorrect.  If they hesitate more than 3 seconds, supply the word and count as incorrect. If a student skips  
a words, circle the word and count it as incorrect.  Note: This is a 60 second timed test. 
 

I body this still top come say when 8 

how house important deep myself black until wall 16 

boat seven flat easy mass halt hunting learn 24 

grain study isn’t rather information travel matter born 32 

shape early degree sense cannot taxes scale lovable 40 

page single members even through English cattle suddenly 48 

serve caught strange return fossil heavy control reached 56 

poem protest mind shoulder unhappiness printed suppose chance 64 

human blood business capital community coast fair governor 72 

canyon silent tube famous understand tube independent value 80 

fall don’t ten I’m have bill top name 88 

that hand better anyone summer here game farming 96 

plant didn’t journal lovable those anything wait subject 104 

through president realize general difference sight practice blood 112 

territory astronaut opinion compromise experiment military received though 120 

duty irrigate adapt senior commercial observe wire mulch 128 

current spread settled lifted exciting value federal brought 136 

single action return serve landed single weight caught 144 

stream terror crowd cloud early shape string wait 152 

trails eight power herself passed slowly begin once 160 

become crops express question mouth children America drawing 168 

happen below income getting forest music anyone always 176 

  # Correct _____ 


